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"LUIM is as if you are watching a poem, but then one without words. The film is joyful
though somehow also very emotional. Every single one of the images is like a painting.
It is sheer art, with a touch of innocence and romance.
A standing ovation for director Tjepke Zijlstra, who demonstrates how a short film
should be and how with just five minutes per episode you can make a truly lasting
impression."
from: MOVIE2MOVIE

“LUIM is a gorgeous desire to youth.
LUIM gives everybody a longing for their youth. It is all gorgeous and powerful. Not
only are the images beautiful but the sound design is exceptional. It all comes across
as accomplished and inspired.”
from: SCOOP

LUIM PRESSKIT

SYNOPSIS / LOGLINE
LUIM is a highly associative film in four episodes. Small and intense
sensations capture the feeling of youth. Exciting shots, vivid colors and
contemporary fascinating sound design evoke a scintillating atmosphere with
pure and poetic images. Sometimes close to the skin, at other times out in
the vast emptiness of typically Dutch landscapes.
Hair blowing in the breeze, endless cycling against the wind and aimless
hanging around in the park. Moments of desire and boredom; reality and the
fantasy of your own moods.
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Written & directed by
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Tjepke Zijlstra
Meeuw
Tjepke Zijlstra

Director of photography
Production design
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Motion design
Art director

Thijs Albers
Morgana Machado Marques

Production
Production assistant

Hilde Mulder
Raoul Roosenstein

Editing

Tjepke Zijlstra
Thijs Albers

CAST
Femke Dijkstra
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1
Running time
Genre
Shoot format
Screening formats
Aspect ratio
Audio
Completed
Language

LUIM

2
Running time
Genre
Shoot format
Screening formats
Aspect ratio
Audio
Completed
Language

LUIM

4 min 45 sec
Short
Full HD 1080p50 / 1920 x 1080 (XDCam-HD422)
HD, Digi Beta, DVD
2.35:1 (cinemascope)
Stereo -18 dBFS (digital)
May 2009
no dialogues

3
Running time
Genre
Shoot format
Screening formats
Aspect ratio
Audio
Completed
Language

LUIM

5 min 56 sec
Short
Full HD 1080p50 / 1920 x 1080 (XDCam-HD422)
HD, Digi Beta, DVD
2.35:1 (cinemascope)
Stereo -18 dBFS (digital)
May 2009
no dialogues

4 min 28 sec
Short
Full HD 1080p50 / 1920 x 1080 (XDCam-HD422)
HD, Digi Beta, DVD
2.35:1 (cinemascope)
Stereo -18 dBFS (digital)
May 2009
no dialogues

4
Running time
Genre
Shoot format
Screening formats
Aspect ratio
Audio
Completed
Language

5 min 08 sec
Short
Full HD 1080p50 / 1920 x 1080 (XDCam-HD422)
HD, Digi Beta, DVD
2.35:1 (cinemascope)
Stereo -18 dBFS (digital)
May 2009
no dialogues
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

“Being an adolescent means writing her number on your arm and seeing the ink
flowing in your pores. It means biking, biking, always biking. And always against
the wind. Being an adolescent means creating intense friendships in the coziness
of your room.
In the four-part movie ‘LUIM’ I wanted to capture the intense sensations of
coming of age and create moods instead of a real life story.”
Leeuwarder Newspaper

“I wanted to create an experience based on my own youth. Not as a linear story
but about the feelings that I had at the time. I was anxious to see if I could
catch these feelings and put them in a more universal context, to see if young
people nowadays still have the same feelings. And to see if I could capture
those feelings in images and sound.
I searched for main themes from my childhood and incorporated them into a fourpart movie.”
Friesland Post

“Working with youngsters was like a party. They are so driven, full of energy and
ambitious, but at the same time very cooperative. Working with them and with
some of the best cameramen, art directors and sound designers, who all worked
for free during their vacation, made this project exceptional. Add to this the
overwhelming and cinematic Dutch countryside and it made for a challenging and
rewarding project.
‘LUIM’ is a kind of ego-document. And also four films in which everybody can
recognize adolescent feelings.”
Friesch Dagblad

Tjepke Zijlstra
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TJEPKE ZIJLSTRA: DIRECTOR ABOUT LUIM
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LUIM FILM
Draaiweg 51
3515 EJ Utrecht
The Netherlands
info@luimfilm.com
www.luimfilm.com
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